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PROJECT PROPOSAL
INTRODUCTION
This project stems from contradictory feelings I have about my increased reliance on media and com-
munication technologies such as mobile phones, internet, laptop  and TV. I am interested in how the 
daily use of media and communication technologies contributes to an accelerated sense of time.   The 
goal is to make art that engages both a notion of time experienced through the body and a more rapid 
sense of time experienced through the use of these technologies. Manual and tactile art techniques 
such as mark-making will focus on how I physically encounter and interact with communication tech-
nologies and the information they carry.  Completed over 3 years, studio work will be undertaken with 
the goal of encouraging the viewer to consider the physical aspects of how time is experienced in the 
context of contemporary media and communication technologies.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. What techniques, processes and materials can I use to respond to the rapid and fragmentary digital 
information I encounter daily?
2. How can I make art that evokes a tactile, immersive and contemplative experience for the viewer?
BACKGROUND
The context of this project is in art practices where personal representations of time and place are 
expressed through direct material and ritualized processes. Slow and methodical gestures of marking 
and collating to evoke a personal and physical presence are central to the work of artists such as On 
Kawara, Ann Hamilton, Roman Opalka, Tom Friedman and Hanne Darboven. For each, the physical 
process of marking can be seen as a personal tracking of temporality and duration that draws from, but 
is not limited to, the conventional systems of measuring time (such as clocks and calendars).
In Today Series On Kawara paints the actual date of his act of painting and accompanies this with a 
hand-made box lined with a clipping of the local newspaper from that day. As Lynne Cooke remarks, 
Kawara’s work emphasizes that the “objectively determined” concept of time measured in calendar 
dates are “nonetheless always and finally subjectively experienced through the present moment.”1  
Roman Opalka is similarly preoccupied with the subjectivity of experiencing time and the objective 
systems used to measure it. 1965: 1—∞ is an absurdly meticulous ongoing work where, since 1965, 
Opalka has been painting consecutive integers in streams of numbers filling canvases [left to right, top 
to bottom] methodically counting his way to infinity.   The obsessiveness and persistent singularity of 
each of these practices suggests an enduring contemplation of the complex relationship between sub-
1
jective experiences of time and the ‘objective’ systems of measuring and making sense of time. For my 
project I will test similar ritualized methods such as repetitive mark-making but do so in terms of how 
this sense of time encounters time experienced through media and communication technologies.
The material accumulation of a repeated gesture is a common thread through many of Ann Hamilton’s 
installations. For Hamilton, the extended and repetitive manual processes highlight the commodified 
time of manual labour in factory production.  For the purposes of this project I am interested in the im-
plied slowness of these accumulated gestures and the singular attentiveness suggested by the ongoing, 
repetitive work. I will test repetitive mark-making techniques as a way of representing a shift between a 
physical experience of time and the more rapid time of media and communication technologies.
METHODS
This project will explore several areas of practise such as drawing, painting, sculpture and video.
I will begin by testing methods of mark-making to transfer the fleeting and immaterial information of 
media and communication technologies into an enduring material form. For example, I will experiment 
with handwriting as a way of transcribing spoken information I overhear from the TV, podcasts and radio 
at home. I will consider the relationship between the scale of the writing to the scale of the drawing’s 
support as a way of condensing information and translating visually the difficulties of ‘making sense’ of 
information presented rapidly and through multiple, interconnecting paths. I will test ways of complicat-
ing the traditional linear reading of the text through the layering and patterning of what is written.
Another studio process to be tested will be a ritualized technique of casting and collating thousands of 
my own thumbprints using melted beeswax. I will test ways of arranging and displaying these thumb-
prints in order to suggest an unstable kind of duration and presence to fleeting moments subjectively 
experienced.
RATIONALE
My contribution to the field will be to make art that focuses on two aspects of experiencing time today—
the temporality of the body and of media and communication technologies. By translating digital infor-
mation through manual, handmade processes I am highlighting a difference in tempo between media 
sources (the instantaneity of information on the internet, TV, mobile phone and radio) and the slower 
tempo of the individual body in physical time and space. Rather than rejecting one tempo for the other, 
or resisting the inevitability of technological change and its impact on how we communicate, the work 
will be open enough for the viewer to project their own uncertainties related to how time is experienced 
physically in an increasingly digital environment.1 
1 http://www.diacenter.org/exhibs_b/kawara/essay.html#two viewed 4/7/07 
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INITIAL STUDIO RESEARCH
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White Noise
Initial studio tests focused on attempts to 
mimic TV static through paintings, sculpture 
and stop-motion animation.
Opposite:
Testing materials for making an animated
(stop-motion) TV static video (2006)
Acrylic paint, rice bubbles, bowl.

Above:
Untitled sketch (2006)
Paper collage
15 x 15cm
Opposite:
Studio test  (2006)
TV, Rice Bubbles, acrylic paint
5

Static (2006)
Acrylic on linen
18 X 12.5cm (9 units)
7

Absorbed
Working from home, this unfinished project 
involved listening to TV, radio and computer 
podcasts, writing down all dialogue over-
heard (as best as was possible) in a ‘real 
time’ transcription. Written onto fabric in a 
plaid pattern, the intention was to use this 
handwritten material to upholster onto an 
armchair.
Pages  9-16:
Absorbed (2006-8) (details)
Polycotton, marker, pencil
500 x 180cm
9
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Intimate Distance
A solo exhibition, Alone Together,  held at 
Bus Gallery, June 2008.
Opposite:
Alone Together (2008) 
Digital print mounted on aluminium
127 x 150cm
Pages 19-20: 
Detail of Alone Together (2008)
Digital print mounted on aluminium
127 x 150cm
Pages 21-22:
Installation shot, Alone Together (2008)
Bus Gallery  
17
RESOLUTION





23
Installation shot, Alone Together (2008)
Bus Gallery
Opposite:
Collected Ends: 6365 fullstops (2008)
Paper, glass bottle, plinth
7 x 7 x 105cm
Page 25-26:
Untitled sketch (2008)
Pen and pencil on paper
45 x 22cm
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Quiet (2008)
Earplugs, acrylic paint, shelf
7 x 5 x 4cm

Pages 31-32:
Detail of Tinnitus (2008)
Pen on paper
70 x 100cm
Pages 33-34:
Tinnitus (2008)
Pen on paper
70 x 100cm
Pages 35-36:
Time-lapse ‘stills’ from Arc (2008
Stop-motion DVD -
6min 20 second loop (4 ‘still’ images)
Pages 37-38:
Installation shot, Alone Together (2008)
Bus Gallery 
29
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Detail of Cluster (2008)
Pencil on paper
77 x 56cm
40
Cluster (2008)
Pencil on paper
77 x 56cm
41

Closer (2008)
Paper and magazine collage
75 x 150 x 5cm
43

Amplifications
Studio tests for a proposed collage work 
that incorporates hundreds of bellybutton 
‘cones’ similar to those made for Closer 
(2008) above.
Opposite:
Extracted navel - source material for 
Amplifications (2008)
Paper (magazine)
1 x 1cm
45
Closer
44
Source material for Amplifications (2008)
Assorted magazines
47

Studio test - bellybutton cone (2008)
Paper and magazine collage
Dimensions variable
49


Studio test - bellybutton cone (reversed) (2008)
Paper and Magazine collage
Dimensions variable
52
Pages 53-58:
Studio tests for Amplifications (2009)
53





Iteration
An ongoing collection of my thumbprints 
cast in melted beeswax. The installation 
Creeping was made for the group exhibi-
tion Wigga (with James Hullick), Shifted 
Gallery, October 2008.
Opposite:
Documentation of the thumbprint casting 
process using melted beeswax (2008)
Pages 61-62:
Studio test - detail of thumbprints (2008)
Beeswax
Dimensions variable
Pages 63-64:
Installation view, Creeping (2008) 
From the group exhibition: 
Wigga, Shifted gallery
Beeswax, lightbox, dress making pins
59





Pages 66-72
Creeping (2008) (Detail)
From the group exhibition: 
Wigga, Shifted gallery
Beeswax, lightbox, dress making pins
65







Punctuate the Night
Studio tests and proposed artwork that 
begin by modifying a copy of Stephen 
Hawking’s book A Brief History of Time
Opposite:
Studio test (2009)
Digital print
21 x 21cm
Pages 75-76:
Studio test -  pages altered from Stephen 
Hawking’s A Brief History of Time (2009)
Pages 77-78:
Studio test - proposed lightbox work - 
Punctuate the Night (2009)
73





79
Studio test - proposed work -
Collected Ends (A Brief History of Time) 
(2009)
Paper, glass bottle
7 x 7cm
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Installation photography for Alone Together and Wigga exhibitions by John Brash
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